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Benthyg Cymru network report on borrowing  

 

Executive Summary  

Sheds and attics throughout Wales contain stuff that is either gathering dust or rusting away, 
while the cost-of-living crisis and climate emergency make it ever more important that we find 
better ways to use and share what we already have within our communities.  

 
Libraries of Things make it possible for people to donate items they own but don’t need and 
borrow items they need but don't own. Items available to borrow at low-cost include 
gardening, DIY, and camping equipment. They are a crucial part of moving towards a less 
wasteful and more circular economy. 
 
Benthyg Cymru has been helping communities to set up their own Libraries of Things in Wales 
since January 2021, creating a network that can make borrowing in Wales as easy as popping 
out for a loaf of bread.  
 
Between October 2021 – March 2022, this network has already recorded 1681 borrows. The most 
popular items are pressure washers and carpet cleaners and by borrowing these two items 
alone, Benthyg communities have saved over 9 tons of carbon and over £60,000. 
 
Made possible by funding from the Welsh Government, this report reflects on what this 
developing network has learnt along the way and identifies ways that together we can make 
borrowing even better in Wales.  
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Introduction 
 
The Library of Things (LoT) movement has been growing in the UK since around 2015. Benthyg 
Cymru co-founders started up Wales’ first Library of Things in October 2017 before establishing 
Benthyg Cymru in late 2020 in order to share everything they’d learnt with communities across 
Wales.   
 
Having a nationally co-ordinated approach to sharing knowledge in this way has meant that 
communities joining the Benthyg Cymru network have been able to access support and 
guidance to get up and running as quickly as possible. 
 
While each network member is asked to commit to a shared ethos, Benthyg Cymru provide as 
much information and support as each project needs, while encouraging each LoT to be 
tailored to the unique needs of its community.  By signing up to be a part of the network, each 
member also commits to regularly share top line data, enabling Benthyg Cymru to collate and 
analyse a national picture of borrowing. 
 
Since January 2021, Benthyg Cymru has: 

➢ Initiated Barry Benthyg  and Bro Benthyg projects . 
➢ Partnered with Repair Café Wales on the Cardiff Mobile project and WCVA ‘nationally 

significant’ RE:MAKE project. 
➢ Actively worked with 10 member organisations across 18 static venues. 

 
 
  



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

1. Summary of projects in the Benthyg Cymru network from January 2021 
 
Network members have initiated their LoTs in a variety of ways with a range of starting points, 
from grassroots level to a top-down approach from Local Authorities. Benthyg Cymru has also 
initiated and led on projects directly. 
 
Barry Benthyg 
Barry Benthyg is based in ‘Awesome Wales’, a zero-waste shop that is also a popular 
community hub. An e-cargo bike will be introduced this year to enable local zero-emissions 
deliveries. 
 
Benthyg Penarth  
Gwyrddio Penarth Greening (GPG), a community group based in Penarth launched in April 2021.  
Free delivery is available via an e-cargo bike service provided by volunteers.  
 
Bro Benthyg 
Benthyg Cymru received funding to buy an electric van and make borrowing more accessible 
to communities around the Vale via events and door-to-door delivery in partnership with Barry 
Benthyg and Benthyg Penarth.   
 
Benthyg Monmouthshire  
Benthyg Cymru has provided support, training, and guidance to Monmouthshire County 
Council to set up five Libraries of Things around the county in Abergavenny, Caldicot, 
Chepstow, Monmouth, and Rogiet. Four of the five venues will be opening in 2022, the fifth will 
be a “kitchen library of things” that will support a community kitchen that’s currently under 
construction. Benthyg Monmouth is up and running two days a week from the Bridges 
Community Centre and is taking the lead in setting up a governance structure for the different 
sites to collaborate around financial management and operational structures. 
The venues will be run by volunteers from the local community with support from 
Monmouthshire County Council.  
 
RE:MAKE Newport  
RE:MAKE Newport is Wales’ first permanent high street repair and reuse space, based in the 
heart of the city centre open five days a week. This is a partnership project between Benthyg 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Cymru and Repair Café Wales, with additional support from Newport City Homes. It features 
free repairs at regular repair cafes throughout the week, low-cost borrows from the Library of 
Things, community events, workshops, a Sero Waste concession and is a Keep Wales Tidy litter-
picking hub and a Refill Wales refill station.  The project is now entering year 2, which will see 
four additional venues being supported around Wales to test and tailor the format within 
different communities. The next two venues will be in RCT; the first in Pontypridd as part of the 
YMCA building transformation project turning the previous YMCA building into a state of the 
arts venue in partnership with Artis Community Cymuned.  The second will be in Ferndale in 
partnership with Dant  -Y-Llew as part of their circular economy project which will also feature 
a zero-waste refill shop. 
 
Cardiff Mobile 
This project features an electric van with an additional leisure battery which travels to different 
locations and events around Cardiff to support mobile repair cafes and library of things events. 
 
ACE Benthyg 
ACE Benthyg launched in November 2021 and is based at Dusty Forge, a thriving community 
centre.  This project is run in partnership between Action in Caerau and Ely (ACE) and Benthyg 
Cymru and acts as a base for the Cardiff mobile project, with both projects also sharing an 
inventory. 
 
Splott Benthyg 
Benthyg Cymru has secured a container at the newly-opened Railway Gardens site in Splott 
and will be launching a new Library of Things there this Summer.  This project will also link up 
with the ACE and mobile projects to ensure all Cardiff residents have access to borrowing. 
 
Pembrokeshire Circle 
Pembrokeshire Circle is a partnership project between 15 organisations working to support the 
community through circular economy initiatives, led by Norman Industries. It includes a Library 
of Things in Haverfordwest which launched online in March 2021 and opened a physical venue 
in November 2021 sharing a venue with a Café.  
 
Llandrindod Wells Library of Things 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

This Library of Things is run by Severn Wye Agency as part of their award-winning community 
hub ‘The Hive’ which opened on 31st March 2021 and hosts three projects - Cariad a Cwtch 
Banc Bannard, Uniform Exchange and Benthyg Library of Things.  
 
Swansea Library of Things 
Swansea County Council has worked with Urban Foundry to support a pop-up Library of Things 
in a ‘meanwhile space’ in the Quadrant. The team at Urban foundry are looking at options to 
extend project beyond a “pop up”.  
 
Petha 
Petha is a partnership project between Dolan, Partneriaeth Ogwen, Cwmni Bro Ffestiniog, Yr 
Orsaf, Cyngor Gwynedd and Arloesi Gwynedd Wledig.  The project has completed its 
community consultation phase and will focus on establishing three Libraries of Things within 
existing libraries in Dyffryn Nantlle, Dyffryn Ogwen, and Bro Ffestiniog.  
 
Bws Benthyg  
Based in North East Wales and managed by ReSource CIC, Bws Benthyg is a truly mobile library 
where items are stored on the ‘Bws’ and shared by communities across the towns of Llangollen, 
Mold, Ruthin and Denbigh. 
 
 

Case study: Barry Benthyg 
 
This project is based in ‘Awesome Wales’, a zero waste shop in Barry town centre that also 
hosts a range of community groups and meetings, consistently bringing in a high footfall. 
Collaborating on this project has ensured that the library of things has embedded into the 
community quickly and effectively.  . 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Barry Benthyg window display at Awesome Wales 
 

Case study: RE:MAKE Newport 
The groundbreaking RE:MAKE project partnership between Repair Café Wales and Benthyg 
Cymru sets out to develop a template for repair and reuse hubs around Wales that will be 
tested and tailored to different communities in the second year of the project. 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

A range of activities and initiatives at RE:MAKE Newport 
 
 
What can you borrow? 
Benthyg Cymru network members have a wide range of items in their inventories, including 
new and donated items across multiple categories such as gardening, DIY, camping and 
events equipment. Projects often populate their inventories with donated items from the 
community, keeping resources in use for as long as possible by making them accessible to all 
while saving people space in their homes.  Skilled volunteers maintain and repair items to keep 
them in use for as long as possible.    

Benthyg Cymru envisages a joined-up network that anyone wishing to borrow can do so 
wherever they are in Wales, whether they live or work here or are simply visiting.   

 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

What does it cost? 
The non-prescriptive nature of the Benthyg Cymru network model means that each network 
member sets its own pricing structure, with the toolkit advising to keep borrowing fees lower 
than you would expect to pay second hand, in order to encourage uptake and ensure 
borrowing is accessible. In many Libraries of Things it costs as little as £1 to borrow for one 
week, often with the option of paying in time credits or volunteer time. 
 
Enthusiasm and uptake 
Surveys carried out by three network members during 2021 overwhelmingly indicated high 
intentions to use a Library of Things, with 90.18% of 254 respondents combined saying they 
were likely to use a Library of Things. However, even in areas where there is a high level of 
intention and support for the concept, we find it takes time and commitment to get people 
borrowing.  Benthyg Cymru network members do this by collaborating with other community 
initiatives, and finding creative new ways to promote the money-, space- and planet-saving 
benefits of borrowing. 
 
 

Case study: Benthyg Penarth 
 

• Benthyg Penarth was initiated in response to GPG community engagement which 
identified a strong community desire for a library of things.  The project launched in 
April 2021 and was positively received by the community with over 100 inventory items 
donated within the first month and 93.75% of 75 survey respondents indicating they 
were likely to borrow.   

 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Benthyg Penarth St David’s Day promotion, February – March 2022 
 
  



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Volunteers are an invaluable part of all Benthyg Cymru network members’ projects and offer a 
variety of meaningful ways for communities to engage including, repair and maintenance, 
‘thing librarian’ and social media roles. 
 

Volunteer Snapshot 
RE:MAKE Newport’s youngest volunteer at 18 years of age is volunteering as a host for the LoT 
on Saturdays as part of the Gold Duke of Edinburgh scheme- she recently represented the 
project at an International Women’s Day event at the Riverfront Theatre in Newport to talk all 
things LoT with visitors and encourage people to sign up for membership. 
 

 

2. Network outcomes Oct 2021 – March 2022 
 
Benthyg Cymru has collated data from network members for Oct2021 and June 2022. This 
indicates that borrowing numbers are increasing across the board as projects become 
established within their communities. We need to keep collecting and analysing this data in 
order to understand what we can learn from different communities’ borrowing habits and how 
we can make borrowing better for everyone around Wales.  

 

Period 
Total 

borrows1 
   
Oct - Dec 2021 183 
Jan - March 2022 547 
April - June 2022 951 

 
1 *Based on the information in the Loans data in the projects’ Lend Engine databases. It includes 
a calculation for each borrow based on one borrow being one item for one week. If a loan is 
less than a week or brought back early, this is still classed as one borrow. Any loans spanning 
over more than 7 days but less than 14 days would be classed as 2 borrows, etc. Closed and 
Active loans are included in the calculation. 
 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Total 1681 
  

Most popular items 
 
The data collated between October 2021 – June 2022 show that the top three items borrowed 
are carpet cleaners, pressure washers and gazebos.  
 

Item No of borrows across 
network 

Pressure Washer 153 
Carpet cleaner 147 
Gazebo 76 

 
 

3. Research on Calculating Carbon Savings 
 
Benthyg Cymru commissioned a review of carbon savings methodologies used by other UK 
Libraries of Things (LoTs) and similar repair/reuse initiatives in order to make 
recommendations on how Benthyg Cymru network members can individually measure and 
monitor key metrics. This review2 identified that relatively few LoTs were currently measuring 
carbon savings and among those who were, there was disparity and often a lack of 
transparency in the methodologies they were using.  

The report’s findings around the lack of consistency across LoTs indicate that Benthyg Cymru’s 
whole-network approach to measuring carbon savings in Wales is highly advantageous, 
enabling measurement and analysis to be carried out at a national level. 

 
2  
see Appendix A 
 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The review identified the methodology developed by the Edinburgh Tool Library as a 
comprehensive approach that provided a consistent measurement. It recommended that the 
network conduct beta testing by using data points from a selection of the most popular 
borrowed items within the network using the methodology developed by the Edinburgh Tool 
Library before developing a database for all inventory items in order to measure the entire 
network’s impact on an individual and network level.  

This beta testing phase has begun and data collated over nine months indicates that two 
most popular items borrowed across the network – pressure washers and carpet cleaners – 
have saved over 9 tons of carbon between October 2021 – June 2022. In parallel with this, 
Benthyg Cymru will test alternative methodologies and review changes in sector trends in 
order to make an informed decision on a suitable methodology to use in the long term. 
 
In parallel with trialling this methodology, the Benthyg Cymru network is also analysing data to 
understand cost saving benefits to communities from using Libraries of Things, using a simple 
methodology of: (single-week borrows x average cost to purchase) - (single-week borrows x 
borrowing fee).  
 
Analysis of borrowing data between October 2021 – June 2022 for pressure washers and carpet 
cleaners using this methodology shows that communities saved over £60,000 by borrowing 
those items instead of buying them.   
 

 
Carbon savings 
(kg) Cost savings 

Carpet 
cleaners 4868.29 £46,618.85 
Pressure 
washers 4383.53 £15,898.91 
TOTAL: 9251.82 £62,517.76 

 
  



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

4. Helping repair and reuse to go mainstream 
 
With the evidence around the financial, social and environmental benefits of Libraries of things, 
it’s no surprise that communities around Wales are seeking advice and support to set up one 
of their own.  The Benthyg Cymru team has recently expanded thanks to funding from the 
Welsh Government and is working to keep up with this demand.   
 
We take a positive and flexible approach to partnering and collaborating wherever possible, 
recognising that this is a vital ingredient of creating meaningful change.  
 
We have a strong ongoing partnership with Repair Café Wales which dates back to 2018 and 
reflects both the shared objectives of our organisations and the close personal relationships 
we have developed over the past four years. This endures across many of our projects, 
including the RE:MAKE project, which has established Wales’ first high street repair and reuse 
hub and will be trialled in an additional four locations around Wales to create a blueprint that 
can be adapted to the needs of different communities.   

5. Conclusion and recommendations 

 
• Libraries of Things are an integral part of making the circular economy a reality in Wales 

and delivering behaviour change towards more sustainable ways of living. 
 
• Benthyg Cymru’s ethos of providing tailored support to different projects and 

stakeholders allows necessary flexibility to adapt to different circumstances and 
communities while setting up Libraries of Things quickly and effectively. 

 
• The Benthyg Cymru network has begun collaborating effectively to share learnings, 

collate data and identify challenges and opportunities. This should be continued in order 
to report on outcomes during 2022/23, including borrowing data and carbon savings 
measurements. 
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